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This paper prercnte a 8yetcm of state traneltion partial derlvativer 
developed at TRW Systeow for which the tracking lnfomtlon norpprrl lPatrlx 
for a 1~ orbiter ir nearly dlagonallzed. A rimulated tracking study 
shows the well-conditioning of the norm1 lgtrlx for a 1-r orbiter 
over one lunar revolution. 
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COORDINATE SYSTEMS FOR DIFFERRNTIAL CORRECTION 
BY 
E. A. Emerson and W. W. Lemon 
TRW Systems 
1. gummY 
Thir report prerents a 8yrten of state tran8itlon partial derivatives, 
developed at TRW Syrtenm, for which the tracking Information no-1 mstrlx 
for a lunar orbiter 18 nearly diagonallzed. Thlr rerult 18 obtained by 
uelng a ret of regre88lon variables (cu variables) which, for an earth- 
centered tracker and arsumlng circular orbit8 for man and ratelllte, 
precleely diagonallze the norm1 mtrlx. An analytic e8tlmte of the 
correlations between the variable8 (for typical tracking data rate8 over 
one revolution of the moon about the earth) indicates that their maxi- 
mum correlation approaches i-T 2 3 as the limiting case. The analytical 
results were demonstrated in a simulated tracking study. 
This report doe8 not present the theoretical bar18 for there partial 
derivatives, nor tbc method of tbelr derivation. The complete derivation 
and a hi8tOry of the concept will be available In Reference 1. 
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2. IRTRODK!TIOA 
A persistent problem associated with statistical orbit determination 
programs Is that the tracking lnfornmtion normal matrix can become ill- 
conditioned with time. This matrix Is used In the calculation of the 
differential correction for improving the estimate of orbital elenrents 
and other parameters, and it8 inverse can under certain condition8 
Indicate the standard error8 in the corrections. When a matrix is 
sufficiently ill-conditioned, it can cau8e Inaccurate corrections and 
a meaningful lnver8e may be impO88ible to obtain. This report present8 
the results of a continuing study of one approach to solving this problem, 
but it does not contain the body of theory on which the technique8 and 
derivation8 are based. The original i&as behind the work represented by 
the results In this report (the limiting value8 of correlations for a 
lunar orbiter) are those of Mr. W. W. Lemmon alone. The ba8iC theory 
ha8 recently been documented (Reference8 1 and 2), but the &tailed 
derivations of all of Mr. Lemmon's work are not available. The results 
are presented here with only brief explanations. It i8 a88uUEd that 
the reader i8 already generally familiar With the nature and 8ource8 Of 
singularities in the tracking infomtion normal as&rix, the state 
transition matrix as the solution of the variational equations, the 
baelc mthod of epecial perturbations when applied to orbit determina- 
tion, and the basic method of iterated linearly determined differential 
corrections a8 the solution to the nonlinear statistical orbit determU&- 
tion problem. 
The technology derived from this approach has been under development 
at TRW Systems for 80s~ two years; the results of thi8 develomnt can be 
utilized quite simply. At TRW Systems, the method has been incorporated 
in a series of computer programs for tracking error analysis of both earth 
and lunar orbiters. The expected improvement in perfornmnce has been 
found with these programs. 
The n&hod used depends on establishing special independent variables 
with respect to which the state transition partial derivatives are calcu- 
lated. In most existing programs for statistical orbit determination, 
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theee variable8 are already 8om fairly conventlolvrl set of osculating 
* 
orbital elenrents . Ihe independent Mriable8, however, need not be any 
easily interpreted eet of elements. It IS desirable from the Computation 
point of view that they have certain propertier, 8uCh a8 being a linear 
transform&ion of the oeculatlng element8 In which the equations of 
motion are integrated, and being formulated In euch a way that inverrlon 
of the state trarmltlon Patrlx 18 trivial. Otherwl8e, they are fkee to 
be a8 bizarre a8 nece88ary, up to the point where they loee any 8ensible 
phyeical interpretation. 
Thi8 report cover8 What wa8 to be an inVe8tigdiOn of a choice of 
orbital elements to be ueed a8 the independent variables. Since the 
method pre8ented here leade to thO8e Variable8 which are optimum; I.e., 
which diagonalize the nornrrl matrix for a reasonable model of the track- 
ing and orbital gsomctry, it wae found to be of little or no value to 
examine other pO88lble choice8 Of elemente. 
Basic t0 the poreeent method IS the concept Of e8tabll8hing variable8 
which eeparate energy and orientation (direction of displacement) rather 
than position and velocity. The method al80 u8e8 variable8 which are 
not degenerate under colrrmonly-occurring condition8 such a8 Eel0 eccentric- 
ity and zero inclirurtion. Variable8 pO88e88ing these Characteristic8 to 
varying degree8 have been called %-variables" In the literature, and 
this term has been used in partiCult%r to designate a eet of variable8 
developed at Goddard Space Fli&t Center which separate energy and 
orientation by the uSe of the Hamiltonian and XAgrangian functions. 
Thi8 general method 18 referred t0 in this report a8 an "alpha 
8y8tem", and the contribution meeented here COn8i8t8 first Of a traM- 
formation from the cartesian elements to a ret of Cy-vari&bleI which will 
diagoaalize the normal natrlx of a lunar orbiter, and 8econd of an 
analytic eSti=te of ~kximum correlation8 to be expected when 8olving 
for coefficients of the lunar gravitation81 potential model. 
* 
Ibe term "orbital element" man8 here any set of elx parameter8 (and a 
tinre) which define (with reference to a given coordinate syetem) the 
position and velocity of a eatellite in a Ktplerian orbit. 
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In a computer program for statistical orbit determination from track- 
lngdata, an Ill-conditioned normal matrix vi11 give rise to problems In 
connection with the compltatiolvrl process which calculates the least- 
squares solution to a linearized differential correction process by 
solving a system of equations represented In their simplest form by 
& = (ADA)” AT@ 
& is the differential correction applied to an n dinrenslonal 
state vector X0. 
X is the state vector of the system. X typically contains 
elements which specify the position and velocity of a space- 
craft, but lpay be extended or substituted to contain physical 
constants specific to the mission (spacecraft effective rad%- 
atlon pressure cro66 section), p@3lcal constants of nature 
(gravitational model coefficients)j physical constants of the 
tracking system (biases, systematic errors), and spacecraft 
originated perturbations (.&rusts, attitude control system 
perturbations). 
For practical purposes, the dlnrension of X Is limited to 
the dillrenslon of the pratrlx which the tracking program can 
accommdate . The analysis In this paper Is concerned with 
X containing the following parameters: 
xO 
Cartesian position and velocity 
elements 
CL The lunar gravitational constant 
c2,0 C3,0 c4,0 Zonal coefficients of the lunar potential. field 
c2,1 c3,1 Tesseral harmonic coefflclents 
s2,1 s3,1 
of the lunar potential field 
c2,2 Sectorial harmonic coefficients 
s2,2 
of the lunar potential field 
xO 
Is the state vector at epoch T . The position and velocity 
elements of X0 are the lnitla!! conditions for the numerical 
Integration of the equations of motion of the spacecraft. 
ATA is the n x n tracking information pratrlx, the "influence 
xmtrix" 
A Is the m x n matrix of partial derivatives relating m par- 
ticular observational residuals at known times to the state 
vector at (usually) some other epoch time, To. An elenrent, 
of A has the form aOt/axjToj that is, the partial derivukke 
.of the.observation 0 attime t with respect to SOBB? ele- 
ment x 
derivat ve Is the sum over I of the sep&=ate factored 1 
in the solution vector at t@m To. This partial 
partial derivatives (aodaxit) l (axiJax To) where aodaxit 
is the geometric partial derivative of th +! observation at 
time t with respect to the lth element of the solution 
vector at time t, and aXiJdXjTo is the elelDent of the state 
transition nmtrix relating the variation of the ith elenrent 
at time t, xit, to the variation of the j* element at time 
To, xjTo* 
w is the m x 1 matrix of residuals calculated by taking the 
difference between actual observations and l&e observations 
which should have resulted had the spacecraft been in the 
state calculated by integrating the equations of motion. 
Two most important results are derived from solving this system of 
equations. The first is the differential correction bx to the state 
vector. The validity of this correction depends on the validity of the 
assumptions of linearity and the well-conditioning of the numerical 
pocess . The second is the inverse nor-1 Illatrix (ATA)'l which, under 
assumptions including linearity, is identified with the covariance lnatrix 
Indicating the statistics on the solution vector 6X. The correctness of 
the elements of the covariance matrix, aside from errors in assumptions, 
depends on the well-conditioning of the numerical process. 
The nunu?rlcal process can become Ill-conditioned in two ways: 
The normal nrrtrlx ATA may be nearly singular because of 
very high correlation between two or mre of the elements 
of x. Such high correlation may be due to the fact that 
two elenmnts are jointly correlated with single cause, or 
can result from some fortuitous short-term coincidence of 
orbit characteristics and sensor geometry which makes some 
elements either indeterminate or redundant for the data set 
under consideration. 
2) The computational process has limited precision, and It would' 
be possible for the matrix operations to take the difference 
of two nearly equal numbers and lose all but a very few siepli- 
ffcant digits. This can occur almost anywhere In the compu- 
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tation, but is more likely in the calculation of (ATA)'l. It 
is not always possible to disre@rd It In the calculation of 
"x, either. 
Other problems closely related to the problem of lll-conditlonlng 
are: 
0 Failure of the assumption of linearity 
0 Inadequate word length for accumulation of the ATA ur%trix 
0 The dimension of the solution vector In relation to the 
calculating precision.required 
0 Insufficient accuracy in calculation of the partial 
derivatives. 
These problems are not considered in the present study, and the 
remedy suggested for the Ill-conditioning problem is not applicable to 
them. 
The Ill-conditioning problem can be treated by correcting either or 
both of'the two contributory causes listed above. With respect to the 
first, it Is desirable to use a solution vector whose elenmnts are 
uncorrelated, or more exactly to calculate partial derivatives with 
respect to a set of variables which are uncorrelated (and which my 
subsequently be rotated in n-space to the required elements). lhls 
set of variables may In practice be established In one of two ways: 
0 They may be calculated in advance on the basis of theoretical 
considerations (i.e., orbit and tracking geometry) 
0 They may be obtained pragumtically by calculating for an 
obtained ATA matrix that rotation which, If applied to the 
initial elements, would have made the matrix diagonal. This 
rotation Is then applied to subsequent Iterations. 
This report gives the results of using the former method; that is, 
it gives a set of variables ,deslgned on the basis of tracking and orbit 
considerations to cause the resulting ATA matrix to be well-conditioned. 
With regard to the second cause of matrix inaccuracy, it Is poesible 
to extend the precision with which various matrix-related calculations 
are carried out. Extending precision Is simple in concept and not diffi- 
cult from the programming point of view; it has been done in portions of 
the JPL Orbit Determination Program (ODP). 
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4.TBALPBASYS!llWAPPRQACHT0D~ IALCORRZCTIOX 
!Che technique of the alpha system Involves deflnlng the state vector 
xo3 which represents the inltlal conditions for idegrating the equatlonr 
of motion, and the correction %X to be applied to that state vector. lhe 
equations of motion are usually integrated In a coordinate system in which 
the forlnulatlon is simple and symmtrlcal (Cartesian) or In which the com- 
putation tinw may be syatemtlcally minimized (variation of classical orbl- 
tal parameters) or In which some geolpetrlc factor is predominant (topocen- 
.trlc). The Initial conditions must be provided In this coordinate system, 
and if the differential correction Is iterated, the correction must In 
some way ultimately be applied in this coordinate system. 
In the JPL Orbit Determination Program, the initial conditions X0 
and the independent variables of the A matrix are the same cartesian 
elements. The calculated correction X Is applied directly, so that 
x1 = xo + 6x. In the TFW AT85 program (earth satellite version), the 
Initial conditions X0 are Cartesian elements and the Independent varl- 
able6 Z 
0 
of the A matrix are conventional polar spherical elements. 
It Is necessary at the beginning of every Iteration to know both X0 (in 
order to Initialize the equations of motion) and Z, (to permit the 
correction to be applied; Zl = Z. + &). Xl ia obtained from Zl by a 
linear transformation Xl = Za,. Both of the above approaches nmy be 
sunumrlzed In the following way: 
Initial value of the state vector In the 
correction coordinate system 
Initial conditions for the equations of motion, 
where U is the required tra.nsformation. If 
the equations of motion are Integrated In the 
zO 
system, U = I, the identity matrix 
Correction to Z,,. where 
of the form Ot/ziT 
a typical element is 
0 
Corrected Z 
Corrected X 
zO 
xO 
= uzo 
zO 
= (A~A)“A~ S, 
zl = z. + z, 
xl - uzl 
In the alpha-system, the approach is sllghtly,different; 'no inter- 
pretation is given to the correction coordinate system, which is the alpha- 
system. It Is simply a "dlfferential" coordinate system In which the 
no-1 lnrtrix ATA is well-conditioned. The derived correction 80, is 
rotated to make It a correction 8X0 In the coordinate rystem of the 
Initial conditions and Is then applied to complete the differential 
correction process. Tbc parMa derivatives bO@YiT which constitute 
the A matrix are obtained by Integrating the Cartes& variational equa- 
tions with particular Initial conditions 3X0/a@ 
To' 
It Is the correct 
specification of this Initial condition matrix which produces the &sired 
a-eyetern. The specification of an a-system Is the speclficatlon of this 
initializing matrix. The a'-system process may be sumunrized as follows: 
Initial value of the state vector in the 
coordinate system used for the equation 
of motion 
Initial conditions for the variational 
equations where f Is the function 
specifying the o-system 
xO 
U = axTo/a+ 
0 
Correction In the (r-system, where a 
typical element of A is of the form 
aot'%T 0 
6tr = (AT~)'hT S, 
TO 
Correction in coordinate system for 
equations of Illotion 
MO 
= ub 
TO 
Corrected X xl - x0 + 6x0 
The design and choice of U depends on the tracking geonretry, the 
types of observations, the duration of tracking, the evolution of the 
orbit, and the components of the solution vector over and above the 
position and velocity. Having alternate choices for U permits tailoring 
the (Y variables to fit the specific problem; a recomnrnded set for the 
lunar orbiter is given below. U Is specified by establishing a function 
of x0 that considers the design factors. Once the function Is derived 
and established, It Is made a part of the computation and Is used to 
calculate, as a function of the original and subsequently corrected X0, 
8 
the Initial. cotitlons for the variational equations. The required subse- 
quent partial derivatives aOt/daiT are then developed. 
0 
The methti of.deslgning th U f'unction Is based on the general 
principle of separating energy fPom orientation, together with the requlre- 
ment to &imlnate deeneracy. pie theory of the mthodls stronglydepen- 
dent on a new fornnilation for conic trajectory relations (Reference 2). 
Obtaining any particular U function requires an understanding of the 
influence of the statistical behavior of residuals on the differential 
correction as well as a knowledge of the Influence of system dynamic6 
knd motion on the computation of partial derivatives. 
The difficulty of obtaining the U function can be appreciated from 
a consideration of the number of variables must be taken Into account and 
the many approximrtione required. For uncomplicated case8 (e.g., standard 
position fix observations , no very extended solution vectors, moderate 
orbit evolution, no powered flight) home standard cu-systems are available 
and are tailored to operate satisfactorily if certain &bit81 eccentrlci- 
ties are avoided. For conventional orbiting satellites, for example, the 
so-called Wparabolic degenerate" system Is sdequate, while for planetary 
escape trajectories the "circular degenerate" system Is sufficient. Ho 
method for deslgulng U functions for general applications has been formu- 
lated, and their design thus retains certain aspects of an art rather than 
a science. 
The CY-system recommended for the lunar orbiter is derived from the 
parabolic degenerate system; that is, it has degeneracles only for eccen- 
tricities very nearly equal to unity. It Includes the coefficients of the 
gravitational potential harmonics and includes th nnes of the moon in the 
form of P. The aseumptlom on which thla Cr-system are based are as 
followl3: 
0 A single tracking etatlon Is located at the center of the earth 
and takes range and range rate data at a rste that is hi@ In 
relqtlon to the period of the satellite. lbta Is provided over 
a period of one revolution of the moon about-the earth. 
0 Tracking errors are stationaxy and normally distributed. 
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0 The satellite Is revolving about the moon token as a point 
sass and is in a circular orbit moderately inclined to the 
lunar equator. 
0 !l%e moon is in a circular orbit about the earth. 
0 lo account is taken of perturbations of the vehicle's motion 
causedby the earthand sun. 
For this model, the 6 x 6 normal lpatrlx for the primitive parabolic 
degenerate u-system Is diagonsllsed. Innature, this m&ells only an 
approxirmtlon, and it Is expected that a real norpaal rvatrix for the priml- 
tive system would not be dlagonallzed, but that mininmlly it would be very 
well-conditioned. This expectation has been borne out In simulated runs 
for the lunar orbiter. !Phe test of well-conditioning applied to the slmu- 
latlon was a comparison of the normal lPatrix with the inverse of its 
inverse. 
Recall that the only requirement to Institute an a-system is to 
provide initial conditions for variational equations. This 16 because of 
the chain of contributing partial derivatives and because the superposition 
theorem applies to the solution of the linear variational equations. % -= axkTo axjt % ' 
&iT 0 
G’qy l 
0 H) 0 
axjt 
aot 
axjt 
is an analytic expression. 
axjt 
ax,,o 
is an element from the solution of the variational 
equations with I as the starting conditions. 
axkT 
&iTI 
is an element from the U matrix which defines 
the u-system. 
Obtaining 
axkT "jt 0 axjt -.-=- 
th 
is 
iT, dxkTo %T, 
10 
computationally equivalent to using U as the initial conditions of the 
variational equations. Thus, by using U instead of I as initial con- 
ditions to the variational equations, the solution is directly dX% 
,P 
JT 
0 
for correctly selected a-variables may be inverted by rearrangement and 
sign changes alone. (See reference 3.) 
5= AN ALPHA-SYSTEM FOR TEIE LUNAR OREKC~ 
Given that the principal coordinate system of integration is 
Cartesian, referenced to the spacecraft orbit plane and the direction 
from the force center to vehicle position at epoch, To, the U matrix 
may be defined. The following notation is used: 
11 
position at To 
, velocity at To 
P - Gravitational constant 
(u - W/r0 - v: - negative twice the orbital energy 
4 
6 - Unit norm1 to plane of vehicle motion 
T = Interval of tracking 
"1 - COlUlm 1 of u. 
a- - 1 COlulm 2 of u. 
a2 - COlunn 3 of u. 
a- - 2 column 4 of u. 
a3 
- co1ullm 5 of u. 
a- = 
3 
cohum 6 of u. 
*w = c01uml 7 of u. 
aj - Columne 8-16 of u. 
U = a a-a u-a a-a a 
11.2233ti.j 
(6 x 1) 
(6 x 1) 
(6 x 1) 
(6 x 1) 
(6 x 1) 
(6 x 1) 
(6 x 1) 
(6 x 9) 
(6 x 16) 
To construct a "primitive" Uo, the following definitions are used: 
x3 = 0 
It was stated above that the a-system.does not correspond to varia- 
tions In any conventional element set. The partial derivatives do relate 
the observational residuals to some otbogonal variation parameters In 
phase space. These parameters do not have any physical Interpretation, 
13 
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but the following quasi-physical interpretations are offered without 
~ustlflcatlon: 
5 Variation In epoch 
.a- 1 Variation In orbital energy 
42’ QIz A condugate pair tIx%t define variation in an 
"eccentricity" and variation of apocentron 
(y3 
Variation In out-of-plane position 
Cy- 
3 
Variation in out-of-plane velocity 
*v 
Variation In period 
5 
Variation In gravitational potential coefficients 
These uncommon parameters suggest other mOre familiar components; 
by way of a second-order, less precise interpretation they can be con- 
sidered to correspond roughly to the following conventional Items: 
"1 Variation In reciprocal mean motion 
(Y- 1 Variation In energy 
o2 Variation In eccentricity 
CT- 2 Variation In argument of apocentron 
*3 
Variation In displacement from orbit plane 
(Y- 
3 
Variation in velocity normal to orbit plane 
Notwithstanding these rather vague "Interpretations", the 
corrections &, once calculated by solving the system of normal equations, 
nmy be rotated directly back to the original coordinates by the relation 
without ever Interpreting the a-variables. Their only requirement Is 
that the matrix U must be convenient to invert and that the ATA 
matrix be well-conditioned. 
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6. TRRARALITICALIXDERIVRDRORMLMA!IRIX N 
It was not anticipated that the contract covering the work reported 
here would provide for modification of a computer program to permit test- 
ing an a-system.for tracking a lunar.orblter. The.*-system v's6 evaluated 
by an analytic study to estlmrte the limiting values of the elements of 
the n-1 nntrlx. 
To a certain extent the evaluation is circular because some of the 
assumptions necessary to the averaging of the tracking data were already 
applied in the selection of the a-system. Othezwlse, the analytical 
estimate introduces approximations based on stat$stlcal and smthesmtlcal 
assumptions. It can be shown, however (althou@ it Is not shown here), 
that any errors introduced have a mean value of zero. It is worthy of 
note that the o-system Is a system of computing partial derivatives which 
Is orderly and elegant enough that an analytic estimate of the normal 
matrix can indeed be obtained. The more Important statistical and mathe- 
matical assumptions permitting estimation of the normal matrix are given 
below; they will clarify the symbols used in evaluating the elements In 
Figure 1. The entries given in Figure 1 are the limiting values of the 
"pr unit time" normal matrix N = 5 (ADA) under the assumptions given. 
6.1 CONTINUITY APPROXIMA~OR 
Tracking is assunu?d to be continuous and a continuous, tllPe-dependent ' 
observation residual vector function 8rl is obtained as follows: 
where f% is the continuous tlmc dependent s.pacecraft state vector varia- 
tion function. e is the continuous analog of b. 
R = aQ/ac, a continuous function of time 
(R Is the continuoue analog of A) 
6V = white noise 
The ATA matrix is a tracking accuracy norms1 matrix summed discretely 
over an interval of time, T, from the weighted partial derivatives at those 
15 
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Figure l.- Analytically Derived Normal Matrix N 
times when observations occur. The interval of time is arbitra;.y, and ;a 
the analytic approximation it has been averaged out. The resulting normal 
matrix as derived is then the "per unit time" normal lnatrix N. 
N = $ (ATE) 
The ATA nW%trix arises in computation only as a necessity to solve a 
system of normal equations to estimate a correction vector. The substitu- 
tion of a continuous process for a discrete process requires an lntegra- 
,tlon in lieu of a summation. The continuous prodess requires by analogy 
the evaluation of the integral 
to+T 
I- RTR dt .L 
where t o and to + T are the beginning and end of the tracking interval. 
M is by construction positive, semi-definite, and symmetric. For the 
analytically estimated normal matrix, referenced to the vehicle-centered 
spacecraft orbit plane coordinates, M is referenced to the orbit plane 
and to the line from the force center to the vehicle at epoch. 
6.2 TRACKINGMODEL 
Statistical averages over the interval T were dependent upon 
assumptions of integrability, stationarity, and an ergodlc model. The 
integrabillty requirement is obvious. The stationarity assumption la 
very weak, and was the only assumption used In entries coded with an 
II 8, . The only stationary assumption le thEit the BID of the components 
L+%Y of the M umtrix is a function bounded and Fourier transform- 
able for all T and converges uniformly to a nonzero value ae T 
approaches infinity. The ergotic model requires that R can be 
decomposed in the Fourier form 
R L+ Re 
int e 
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+ 
wbcre Q is the m00n's rotation rate, and the V 3 's are multiples of the 
vehicle's orbital rate; and that 
6-v j b 0, all 3 
nfv j 1 VI9 all j 
urn i v 
n b v1' all m 1 n 
That is, there are no resonances. 
Statistical tracking models are designated In Figure 1 as follows: 
Kay 
S stationary 
SW Stationary with no sensitivity to position and velocity 
deviations normal to.the moon's equator 
E Ergotic (without range rate) 
EI Ergodic tracking for T = an integral number of lunar 
monthe (= revolutions) 
6.3 ORBIT MoneL 
The spacecraft orbit with respect to the moon's center was taken to 
be one of four types designated by key. 
e Elliptical inclined 
C Circular inclined 
eq Elliptical equatorial 
cq Circular equatorial 
6.4 IXIWGRETATION OF OFF-DIAGONAL EZBTS 
(e f 0, i f 0) 
(e - 0, 1 1 0) 
(e f 0, 1 - 0) 
b - 0, i - 0) 
The principal entry In each element of Figure 1 differe whether the 
element is on the nmln diagonal or off the main diagonal. Elements on 
the main diagonal are given a8 averaged values over the continuously 
defined partial derivative B&xix RTR. Elenrents off the main diagonal 
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are estimates of the "correlation-like" function Nij(NiiNjj) l/2 . These 
are not correlations (the inverse of N Is the theoretical covariance 
mtrix From which statistical correlations would be derived) but are 
values generally Indicative of the well-conditioning of the normal matrix. 
If any of these values were identically unity, then the matrix would be 
singular. If all are zero, the rmtrlx Is diagoml. The time and distance 
units for noniero entries are the period and major semlaxls respectively. 
The entries given are zero if In the llmlt as T approaches 
infinity the expected "correlation" is zero. Where the "correlation" 
approaches and Is bouuded by some numerical value, that value Is given 
in parentheses. (F or something which Is always zero, zero Is given in 
parentheses). In some entries, the resulting "correlations" depend on 
characteristics of R. For these cases, it has been found that further 
"tuning" of the (r variable will eliminate these nonzero values off 
of the diagonal. Tuning information is given in section 7 following. 
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7. TmING 
The word "tuning" Is used to desl@te the process of trklng linear 
combl'nations of the columns of th primitive U mtrlx In such a way as 
to eliminate nonzero off-diagonal elelrentr in tbc norml~rrtrlx. The 
process was used in defining the cr-system for the luxmr orbiter, as 
outlined below. The,letter designations refer to notes indicated on 
Figure 1, where offending off-diagozml "correlations" apparr. 
a) Tlmc Phasing. When epoch is not at the center of the data, 
replacing the primitive Qi (t [2Fo/~3 -&/a]") WithaT + 3W1/24) 
decouples "1 andcry. This ham been done in the recmnded U. 
b) Gravitational Constant - Energy Decoupling. Zhe elevnt p Is 
naturally,coupled with the energy, but If the 'Q as defined for 
U replaces CL proper, then the "correlation" is eliminated. 
c) Gauging of u2. The U2, UT "correlation" can be eliminated by 
reorienting the direction of variation away from rpocentron. 
This requires the following replacements: 
* 
where f2q - g2 fz = 1 
d) Decoupling of ~1, 43. The "correlations" ~1, a3 and crl, '~3 cas 
be eliminated by the replacements 
a3 +- fi13 a1 - u 3 
CT- - fa 1 u- 13 3 -a- l 
* 
The method of choosing the coefflclents f, g, and PI used In items c, d, 
e, and f of this section has not been documented. The s&hod presented 
here Is. given to show that It Is possible to eliminate the off-diagonal 
entries. 
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e) Decoupling of c$, cr3. The -"correlations" C$, f3 andcup, cy~~can 
be eliminated by the replacement 
f) Gauging(u3. Steps (d) and (e) above could cause CY 3, uy to be 
"correlated". This result can be avoided by a device similar 
to that used in Item (c) above. 
8. COMPARISONOF a-VARIABUBWITK CARTESIAN VARIABIES 
In the TRW TAPP IV (Tracking A_ccuracy @ediction Program) for appllca- 
tion to earth satellite and lunar probe tracking problems, both parabolic 
degenerate o-variables and Cartesian variables are programmed. Either 
may be selected. This program also has provision for checking on the 
well-conditioning of a normal matrix by .the following sequence: 
0 Inverting the matrix in double precision 
0 Truncating the inverse to single precision 
0 Inverting the truncated inverse again in double precision 
l Printing all three matrices In single precision 
The twice inverted lnatrlx can then be compared to the original for 
agreement. Although this test has certain disadvantages, It is If 
anything too strict. 
The TAPP program mdels the motion of the spacecraft with a two-body 
Kepler orbit about the force center. In the lunar orbiter case the force 
center Is the moon, whose ephemeris is derived from a fairly simple 
analytic model. The periods during which tracking data is provided were 
selected to satisfy the requirements for visibility of the spacecraf't from 
the Goldstone, Madrid, and Woomera tracking stations. The data rate is 
one observation per ten minutes for each station during tislbillty periods. 
Tracking was simulated for a period of 30 days (2,592,OOO seconds). 
Comparison runs were made with the same tracking data snklng Identical 
contributions for both methods. .The ATA nratrices were calculated with the 
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A matrix defined.for the respective systems. The parabolic degenerate 
system Is the primitive rystem without tuning. The following excerpt* 
have been chosen from the comparison runs for reproduction tire: 
Matrix Printout code 
ATA oh934 2 
Description 
Tracking no-1 matrix 
(ATE) -l 
Correlation 
Matrix 
om 1 
Correlation 
lrhtrlx 
Covariance matrix 
Standard deviation on the nrln 
diagonal, otherwise correlations 
Check Inverse Inverse of OM% 1 Check inverse 
!Che rows and colunms of the Individual ~trlces are Identified by index 
numbers to be Interpreted as follows: 
Row and Column 
Key Number 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Cartesian 
Interpretation 
X 
Y 
z 
J 
i 
i 
Parabolic 
Degenerate 
Interpretation 
a1 
a2 
a3 
a- l 
a- 2 
a- 3 
Specimen matrices are reproduced In Tables 1 throue 8 for the 
following times: 
0 5 &YE 432,C’oO seconds 
0 10 days 864,ooo seconds 
0 20 days ~728,000 seconds 
0 30 aaYS 2,592,ooo seconds 
It can be seen from the specimens that by 20 and 30 days, the 
Cartesian system is developing difficulties, while the parabolic degen- 
erate system Is still functioning well. 
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g. NEM TEmNoLoGr 
The method and technique of formulating and using m-variables as 
presented in this report were developed Independently by TRW Systems. 
The responsible investigator is Mr. W. W. Lemmon. 
This technique was used to develop the results presented here, which 
could be applied to the lunar orbiter. No new technology was developed 
under the contract covering this report. 
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EPOCH COOR 
TIME SYSTEM 
INDEX INDEX 
I 13 
CENTRAL 
BODY 
INDEX 
3 
LAST 
RECYCLE 
INDEX 
tURRENT 
1 ItIE 
INDEX 
63 
T PIXI PIY) P(Z) VtXl v IY I V(Z) 
.4323r:m30 36 -. 81536953 07 -.2tt35644 “7 -.34140698 07 .I9955898 34 -.23410076 04 -.274521t3 U4 
MATRIX Rut11 RHOtll TAUt 1 I nui2, RHO(Z) TAUl21 
SPR 1 FP A(U) 1 FP A(K) 
OIGA z 
2 3 4 5 
: 
.14214:90 ;5 .287299i2 24 .364dO204 04 -. 79122571 r)t .I5619340 08 .18452:26 60 
.28129902 04 .5eotst1e 13 .73580024 03 -.1598%26 07 .31690562 07 .31295204 07 
3 .3b‘dD284 04 .73~180,;24 13 .9322484G 03 -.20258670 bt .49151357 ot .47252491 07 
4 -.79122571 27 -.1590962b L 7 -.20250btv ut .44N9133 1J -.81275btO 10 -.1J271211 11 
5 .15619340 J8 .31590552 27 .400151357 07 -. 872tSbt(1 1G .17295182 11 .20354019 11 
b .lB452426 38 .37295234 jt .47252491 Ot -.~0271211 11 .20354019 II .23953807 11 
LM CAPR OHGA 1 
.289A98 J2 
2 3 5 
1 -.5i84tltJb 31 -.61122963 02 .282d54-“1 -.24632ttl-01 .23602&01 
2 -.52841186 Cl .22447526 23 -.19339577 ir3 .1166013+01 -.87979156-01 .87028594-01 
3 -651122963 "2 
.26267854-i1 
-.193395tt 23 .30573629 03 -.I0315653 60 .15788429 DO -.17754299 00 
3 
.11660730-31 -.10375653 00 .42317594-04 -.42521873-cl4 .511s9232-04 
-.24632771-31 -. 91979150-3 1 .15188429 00 -.42526873-04 .lC257965-03 -. 10387122-03 
6 .23632458-Ll, .87Li28594-3 I -.17754299 I& .51159232-64 -.10367122-03 l 11348903-03 
CORRELATION MATRIX 
2 4 5 6 
: 
.53839&l Jl -.65514173-J1 -.576~3~51 00 .dOtlMBI 60 -.451t3141 00 .41150679 (10 
-.65514170-;1 .14902491 32 -.65723012 06 .11%+)27 33 -.57978222 00 .54525641 00 
3 -.57BL3851 d3 -.65723012 JO .196401 TO C2 -. 81210036 ul .79371220 60 -. 84855763 60 
4 .8;713488 .gJ .11954127 33 -.8121Ou36 UO .65051975-U2 -.64549483 00 .73822134 00 
5 -.45113141 30 -.57970222 23 .79371219 00 -. b454 9ca3 (13 .10128161-01 -.96269269 00 
6 .41153678 30 .54525641 JO -.04055164 00 .73822135 c3 -.96269268 00 .10653123-01 
1NiERSE OF OMG4 -1 
2 3 6 
: 
.1381A9 : 5 .2t929313 j4 .3538bu24 04 -. w917:39 07 .15242:52 68 .1793@269 08 
.27929370 -4 .56457731 i3 .715301)23 03 -.15544631 Gt .39007533 67 .36256002 Ci7 
3 .35386524 _ 4 .7153o;g3 .'3 .90627523 03 -.1%941fA UT .39032574 07 .45935038 07 
4 -.76917939 27 -.15544;31 37 -.19694108 07 .42821981 10 -. 04843643 10 -.99850186 10 
5 .I5242452 r8 .3li807533 37 .39c32574 07 -.04043043 13 .16813271 11 .19716877 11 
b .17938269 -8 .36256.32 ~7 .45935830 07 -. 9985Gltib 1rJ .19t86dtt 11 .23286439 11 
EP3 CH COOR CENTRAL 
TIME SYSTEM BODY 
INDEX INDEX INDEX 
1 6 3 
LAS1 
RECYCLE 
INDEX 
CURRENT 
TIME 
INDEX 
60 
T PIX) P(Y’) PIZJ V(X) V(Y) V(Z) 
.43i!Jir3’JO 06 -.01536953 07 -.27?35644 07 -.34140698 07 .19955898 G4 -.23410076 04 -.27452173 D4 
1 
: .A5350176 21274692 07 6 
3 -.88326310 D2 
4 -.45673269 C5 
5 -.11229816 02 
6 .15490521 06 
1 
1 .62738246-55 
2 -.17991912-06 
3 .35364077-tl 
4 .22249163-04 
5 .87303789-02 
6 -.28210617-04 
: -.11743532 .25047:04-02 00 
3 .63B46588 00 
4 .16769462 00 
5 .35823042 00 
6 -.78169782 20 
1 2 3 
1 .15358176 L77 .21274692 Lb -.a&26312 02 -.45673fb9 05 
2 .21274692 06 .45198798 37 -.a8921410 01 -.b5377573 04 
3 -.88026312 02 -. 88921410 3 1 .1184U55-01 .34922958 Gl 
4 -.45673269 35 -.65377573 34 .34922958 01 .18692525 U4 
5 -.11229815 32 .18380717 33 -.68421047-03 .17716448 OD 
b .15490520 06 .59091467 35 -.21297108 01 -.42087692 04 
qATaIX Mll~l~ RYOtl) TAUI 11 MUt2, 
SPR 1 
.21274:92 06 
.45198797 37 
-.a8921397 31 
-. 65377570 54 
.1e31)a717 03 
.59091467 0 5 
LMD*PR 
2 
-.17991912-36 
.37413195-56 
-.15697736-32 
.13099858-05 
-.37375888-02 
.49323755-06 
-.11743;32 DO 
.bllbb327-03 
-.llbO5562 DO 
.40432055-01 
-.61399b77 00 
.55%7543-Sl 
FP AtI0 1 
CnjCA 2 
3 4 
-.88026310 02 -.45673269 (15 
-A8921397 01 -.65377570 04 
.11844055-01 .34922958 i)l 
.34922950 01 .18692525 04 
- .6842103603 .1771b452 03 
-.21297107 01 -.42087692 04 
ONGA 1 
3 4 
.35364077-01 .22249163-04 
-.1569773602 .13C99858-us 
.40900902 03 -. 62038365 00 
- .62(, 38385 00 .28058OGO-cI2 
.71)883340 02 -.676999GO-01 
-.24777904 00 .24744319-G3 
CORRELATION MATRIX 
RHO(Z) TAUl2) 
FP AtKl 
-.1122958lb 02 
.18318717 03 
-.bU421036-03 
.17716452 00 
.19515307-01 
.16511509 01 
.87303&2 -.282lk&7-04 
-.37375880-02 .493237SS-06 
.70183340 02 -. 2.4777904 00 
-.67699900-01 .247443 19-03 
.9904351b 02 -. 4937*460-01 
-.49379460-01 .20759401-03 
6 
.15490521 06 
-59091467 05 
-.21297107 01 
-. 42017692 04 
.11511s09 01 
.2rmn1 OS 
.6384bk35 00 .167&2 OD .35023:42 00 -.711b96182 00 
-.11605562 00 .40432055-01 -.61399677 00 .55967543-01 
.22113549 02 -.52%3135 00 .35843781 00 -. 77767587 00 
-.52963134 00 .52 969803-D 1 -.I2842413 00 .32422001 00 
.35843781 00 -.12842413 b3 .99520609 01 -.34437040 00 
-.77767587 00 .32422CBl OD -.3-37040 00 .14401126-01 
INVERSE OF ONGA 1 
-.11229:15 02 .15490:20 Cb 
.18385717 03 .590914b7 05 
-.68421047-03 -.21297108 01 
.17716448 O[r -. 42017692 04 
.19515007-01 .16511509 01 
.16511509 01 .28594721 05 
EPOCH COOR CENTRAL LAS1 CURRENT 
TIME SrSTEn BODY RECYCLE r IME 
INDEX INDEX INDEX INDEX INDEX 
1 10 3 70 
.1640~000 06 
PLXI PIYI PLLI V(R) v IY b Vi21 
.55r)bb467 07 .34302039 37 .41628233 07 -.33CbObbl 04 .23727476 04 .27627181 04 
: .1242&9 25380092 :b 35 
3 .31732528 C5 
4 -.69546467 ;8 
5 .13692237 C.9 
6 .16121760 09 
1 .97101:61 ~1 
2 -.18121586 :1 
3 -.21lbblr9I3 G2 
4 .llJ53519-;1 
5 -.62931592-02 
6 .70135625-32 
1 .31273:93 31 
2 -.72570200-51 
3 -.bd7bb513 Xl 
4 ,.02219873 ~0 
5 -.46537634 JO 
6 .472lbb28 -i 
: .13363:27 26359917 C : 6 5 
3 .33320294 05 
4 -.73395363 28 
5 .14390913 09 
6 .16951852 :9 
MATRIX Hll~ll RHO(l) TALN 1 I MUl2l 
Spa 1 FP AI10 1 
.25680:92 35 
.5bb10953 34 
.63974795 54 
-.14333175 28 
.27629542 13 
.32541233 38 
3 
‘J’S? 2 
4 
LNDYR 
-.18121&36 11 
.63757C99 32 
-.44152854 22 
-.1611867B-52 
-.92626840-33 
.25215611-33 
2 
-.72570200-3 1 
.79048293 3 1 
-.4%46471 30 
-.46971037-51 
-.26882C85-dl 
.66186332-12 
.31702528 D5 -. 69546467 06 
.63974795 04 -.I4633175 ui3 
.a0067628 04 -.17730623 9.3 
-.I7730623 00 .38916527 11 
.34925179 01 -.76614978 11 
.41140133 08 -. 9624B896 11 
OM;A I 
-.211660398 02 4 
.llG50519-41 
- .44 152WJ4 02 -.16118678-62 
.124D5335 03 -.39271540-61 
-.39271548-01 .l e47OG16-u4 
.17ub2479-01 -. 86935lb935 
-.3262597+01 .1479llb27-u4 
CDRRELATTDN WTRIX 
-.bO766:13 00 .92219673 63 
- .4964‘471 OG -.46971037-u1 
.11137924 02 -. 82G42734 UI, 
-.a2642735 OU .4297575b-u2 
.35500101 DO -.4607b327 ~3 
-.61671958 OC .7249b378 i; 
INVERSE OF WGA 1 
.26359&r 35 .33320294 3 05 
.53193511 34 .67239202 04 
.67239282 14 .84994108 04 
-. 14749305 30 -.1864315G 00 
.29039450 28 .36707366 00 
.34207S46 1.9 .43239487 08 
4 
-.73i95363 68 
-.147493(5 68 
-.19b4385C CR 
.40902323 11 
-. 865246Dl 11 
-.%a54251 11 
RHOI TAULZI 
FP A(K) 
5 
.13692207 09 
.27629542 06 
.34925179 08 
-.76614978 11 
.15083987 12 
.177b8202 12 
6 
.lbl20760 09 
.32546233 08 
.411*133 00 
-.902488% 11 
.177Il2Q 12 
.20930086 12 
5 
-. b2938592-02 
-.9262684a-63 
.173b2479-01 
-.86935169-05 
.10621582-04 
-.17916721-04 
5 
-.4‘637634 00 
-.2bW2985-01 
.35500101 00 
-.46876327 00 
.43152731-02 
-.I37413552 u0 
.14390:13 09 .16951&2 09 
.29039458 08 .3420704‘ 08 
.3670736‘ 00 .43239487 08 
-.8G524bOl 11 -.94854251 11 
.15853714 12 .I1674902 12 
.19‘749D2 12 .2199813‘ 12 
.70135t5-02 
.25215611-03 
-.32625973-01 
.14798b274n 
-;1791b721-04 
.22560200-04 
.4721 Cd B 00 
.644BU32-02 
-. ‘1 b7l958 00 
.7249‘378 00 
-.a7413552 CO 
.47497579-02 
EPOCH 
TIME 
INDEX 
1 
COOR CENTRAL LAS1 
SYSTEM BODY RECYCLE 
INOE X INDEX INDEX 
6 3 
CURRE MT 
Tlly 
INDEX 
73 
.8640~000 0‘ 
PIXI P(Y) PIZ B vt Ill VII) V(Z) 
.55 866467 07 .34302bo9 07 .4lUP33 07 -.33GWb61 04 .2372747‘ 04 .27b27181 OI 
qATRIX Mulls RHD( 1) TIUIll MIJ~2) 
SPR 1 FP AIKI 1 
ONGA 2 
2 
: .39325934 0909:57 07 6 .‘30574b9 39 25904 3‘ 7 -.L9177L 10530‘71 03 2 -.192%*W 22444592 8‘ 05 
3 -.1917794a 03 -.lu530671 32 .207247OfOl .12574432 02 
4 -.I9286995 0‘ -.22444592 35 .12574432 02 .I6321993 05 
RHO(Z) TAUt 2) 
FP AIK) 
.lOlb:W 01 .11902‘wo Ob 
.“413257 02 .59224549 05 
-.51M5901-02 -.107l70‘3 01 
-.10‘50351 01 -.22129991 03 
.5‘931194-01 .57Y9s40 01 
.57‘193+b 01 .45emm@5 
5 .101‘3454 31 .66413257 32 -.511I5901-02 -.10650351 01 
b -11902940 06 .59224549 05 -.18717063 01 -.22129991 03 
DNGA 1 
.21724:25-05 -.24695i79-0 7 .11021:72-01 .25451678-04 
-.24695879-C7 .1635Ob82-36 -.29602485-03 .14610145-Cb 
3 .11021172-ul -.2%02485-33 .13619‘60 03 .255‘3053-01 
4 .25451‘7&04 .14610145-36 .25663053-01 .34245181-03 
5 .21718471-02 -.ZCOIlbll-03 .15422961 02 .147171‘0-01 
6 -.71216229-05 -.13329202-a‘ -.24495743-O, -. ‘5Ub744-04 
CORRELATION MATRIX 
1 .1‘948:23-02 -.36035:52-O 1 .5572&l 00 
2 -.3‘03U52-01 .4043s977-03 -.‘27~25&01 
3 .55721201 00 -.6273025+01 .11‘703# 02 
4 .a1150744 GO .19524612-01 .11836671 00 
5 .2053972‘ 00 -.11062167 30 .29432649 00 
b -.66422610 GO -.52056143-31 -.3314‘92‘ 00 
IWVERSE DF O&A 
1 
1 .30909251 67 .39D252905 3b -.19177:49 03 
2 .39025905 06 .63057469 07 -.10530672 02 
3 -.19177949 03 -.10530672 32 .20724704-01 
4 -.19216996 06 -.22444592 25 .12574433 02 
5 .10163471 Gl .66413250 02 -.514859G2-02 
b .11902941 36 .59224551 05 -.18717Gb5 01 
..1150*44 00 
.1952411141 
.1183“78 00 
.18505454-01 
.17712Cb7 GO 
-.55650116 00 
1 
-.1921bhb 0‘ 
-.22444592 05 
.12574433 02 
.16321993 05 
-.A0650352 01 
-.22130099 03 
5 
.2171.471-02 -.712.:2945 
.-.2UoUbll-03 -.133292@46 
.15422961 02 -.24495743-01 
.147171‘&01 -. 6544674444 
.iOlbO928 Oi -.7215iW2-& 
-.72151872-02 .4009.52a-a4 
.2.559;2‘ 00 -.bM22$0 00 
*.llOb21‘7 00 -.5205u*5-01 
.29432‘48 00 -. 3314‘92‘ 00 
.177120‘7 00 -.5585011‘ 00 
.449QO923 01 -.2537‘289 DO 
m.2537‘219 00 .63323399-W 
5 
.101‘3471 01 
.bb413258 02 .59224551 D5 
-.51485902-02 -.lB7l70bi 01 
-.10650352 01 -.22130009 03 
.5‘931194-01 .57‘1934@ 01 
.57619348 01 .458283P) 05 
EPOCH 
TIME 
INDEX 
1 
CODR CENTRAL LAS1 :URRENT 
SYSTEM BODY RECVCLE TIME 
INOE X INDEX INDEX INOEX 
1P 3 85 
.1721:333 37 
P(X) P(Y) P(Z) VI II VIYI Vtil 
-27933244 07 .47667849 07 .56951%7 07 -.43986774 04 .13383418 04 .14837945 04 
: .21219190 10562Ll 07 :b 
3 .26883bOb 36 
4 -.59266553 :9 
5 -11532717 10 
b .1373081‘ 10 
: .13311772 lO3“:06 :2 32 
3 -.41657357 32 
4 .1441177b-01 
5 -.34790504-01 
6 -33933057-01 
1 .32197:70 01 
f -.W472830 .51844259 00 5
3 -.85183064 -9455 ‘34 GO so 
6 .a144733a ;o 
1 
1 .3i1482743 26 
2 .61439885 J5 
3 -77583347 L5 
4 -.17103.534 I.9 
5 -33570903 u9 
b -39539238 UP 
qAlR1X MU111 RHO~l~ TAOI 1 I Mll2I 
SPR 1 
2 
.2128%90 01 
.42911245 15 
.54186264 35 
-.119455d* 29 
.2344bLGO 39 
.27blSCG4 29 
FP 4110 1- 
CMGA 2 
.268dOb 06 -.5926.:53 09 
-54186264 05 -.llpI55O4 99 
.634236B4 05 -.ISJI42u4 ~9 
-. 15UB4204 09 .33254584 12 
.29bD724I 69 y.65270134 12 
.34(170913 09 y 76874884 12 
LMDWR 
2 
.13011772 32 
.6blb1019 32 
-.88861753 32 
.19975779-31 
-.77455512-o 1 
.723bMbO-0 1 
UGA 1 
-.41657357 02 .1441lf7b-01 
-.88861703 02 .19975779-01 
.213U5666 03 
-.6318590601 
-.651859ca-o1 
.224C9708-G4 
.17750900 00 -.53694542-04 
-.17495132 DO .53.59754-D+ 
CORRELA7IO)I IlATRiX 
-.77953900 30 
.54133917 JO 
-.73735949 30 
.7174732B 33 
2 3 
.5lW4259 30 - .a8472030 00 
.77949@61 31 -.77953900 00 
.14‘23839 Oi 
-.941‘151‘ 00 
.9DG743B5 06 
-.924549Oa 00 
INVERSE OF MCA 1 
2 3 
.61439885 35 .77563347 0.5 
.12383964 35 .15637067 05 
.15637067 15 .1974‘801 05 
-.344729b4 38 -.43530722 Oil 
.67564630 38 .a5443647 08 
.79594229 38 .lOOb3408 09 
-.171C3fW 09 
-.344729b4 ~8 
-.43530722 08 
. PI 972099 11 
-.1863‘543 12 
-.221053b6 12 
.94*53L 00 
-54133917 03 
-.Slb151‘ 00 
-4733 1971iit 
-.Wlb99~3 03 
. a7926467 Ce3 
Rlwl2~ 
FP 
TAUt 2) 
AtKi 
.11632;17 10 .137OOtlb 10 
-2344‘600 t9 .27U5004 09 
.29bO7243 09 .34870913 09 
-.65270834 12 -.7‘8748# 12 
.12@11247 I3 .1~oow9 13 
.150.1169 13 .*7m413 13 
-- 
-.3479oh4-01 
-.77455512-01 
.17750900 00 
-. 53694942-04 
.1~15997eD3 
-.1733ouo-O3 
6 
.33933057-o* 
.123bDObCOl 
-.17495132 00 
.53a59754-04 
-.1733B~1ecl3 
.1‘7437ll-O3 
-.Wdb3 00 l 4R.r 00 
-. 73735949 00 .71747327 00 
.900743n 00 -.924WMI 00 
-a84169903 00 
.1347swb-01 
-.99434239 00 
5 
.3357e903 09 
.btbbb*b30 08 
.a5443647 01 
-.lW3‘543 12 
-36972038 12 
.43545034 12 
.#792&4ib 00 
-.99434239 00 
.12939749-01 
.39539i3* 09 
.79b94229 08 
.10Ob3401 09 
-.221853bb 12 
-43545034 12 
.51286602 12 
EPOCH CDDR CENTRAL LAS1 CURIE NT 
TIME SYSTEM llDDY RECYCLE TIME 
INDEX INDEX IWOEX IWEX INDEX 
1 6 3 05 
.1721~000 97 
PIX) P(Y) P(Z) VIII VIII 
-27933244 07 .47‘67149 57 -5‘951947 07 -.439.9774 04 .13u1341a 04 
‘tATRIX Mulls RHOI 1) TAUI 1) IIut21 RlUJY)(Zb TAtIt 
SPR 1 FP AIKI 1 FP AlI0 
.3152ltb3 36 
-17265242 30 
3 0)(64 2 
4 1 
: .b35014W -31 2 663 07 ‘ 
3 --Ml54935 03 
4 -.81232181 06 
5 -21528233 02 
6 .319&4.44 06 
: ..*6‘8:2tkPb 
.ao43Oom-10 
3 .30378113-02 
4 .3766271/r95 
5 .38D94399-03 
6 -.12D96700-05 
1 
1 .92Q15‘62-03 
5 -35920345-03 462 4434 00 
4 -76123365 00 
5 .12575l77 00 
6 -.3+$57“55 00 
: .63501:71 07 
.3152lbb4 a‘ 
3 -.30154937 03 
4 -Al232106 06 
5 -28521235 02 
6 .319‘484b 06 
-. 85564040 32 
-.49814821 34 
.1143uO6 33 
-29017923 35 
. LllOVR 
s 
.00430083-10 
.59215104-37 
.17180559-33 
-.‘1401680-07 
-.533596.3-34 
-.425U301-07 
.359A-33 
.24334154-03 
.10211153 30 
-.46921006-01 
-.65239401-B 1 
-.43175783-31 
VIZ) 
.14137s5 04 
-.30154935 03 -.92321#1 0‘ -28528233 02 .3*&4 01 
-.~55bu40 02 -.4OIlM21 04 .1143uo1 03 -29047923 05 
.37525501-01 .37743c3‘ 02 -.10912498-01 -.26b97095 01 
-37743036 02 .13&919b 06 -.bO345397 Oi -.iuuo47 05 
-.109‘249.-01 -60045397 01 .94129454-01 .37W9l24 01 
-.2‘697.95 01 -4llE2047 05 .37YU24 01 .O~sm13 a5 
'FOk4'1 . .- 
A a 
:~:H8j;.; .37bb2ilb-05 
-.‘1401‘80-Q7 
.51009945 02 .1310122‘42 
.1310122b-02 .28911045-04 
.52‘03204 01 .9354191a-03 
-.9544')01&02 -.13b304134‘ 
CORRELATIM1 MATRIX 
.3rmia-03 
-.53359b83-04 
.52U3204 01 
.93541918-03 
.I1297204 02 
-.333522‘5-02 
-.12m‘- 
-.42SOUO447- 
-.9544701‘-02 
-.13‘30413-01 
-.133S2216-02 
.Ib4UAU4b 
3 
A6224434 00 
.102..153 00 
.71421247 01 
.3411556+01 
-21946119 00 
- .329‘8‘41 00 
INVERSE OF OH4 
.31521:64 3‘ -a1549337 03 
.172‘5242 38 -.855bW41 02 
-.855b4041 32 .37S2550101 
-.40814b41 14 -37743039 02 
.1143b80‘ 33 -.W96249601 
-29047923 35 -.2bb97101 01 
.76123&S 00 
-.4‘92WOb41 
.341155‘9-01 
.537‘899242 
.51759175-01 
-.‘253789192 
1 
-.U232:Ilb Ob 
-.+OIl*Hl 04 
-37743039 02 
.13#69196 Ob 
-. ‘0015399 0 1 
-.41182049 OS 
.125d77 00 -.wr& ea 
-.‘52W4O1-01 -.4317378241 
.2194bl19 00 -.32YIIIlao 
.51759175-01 -.62537wl42 
-33611432 01 -.9wol797-01 
-.9mol7%-01 .4053S345-02 
.2.52.f35 02 .319‘4:4‘ 01 
.114UDOb 03 .29047923 OS 
-.10~24)cn-O1 -.2bbWlOl 01 
-.‘0045399 01 -.4IlQM9 m 
.94129454-O, .37bb9125 01 
.37bb9125 01 .84438013 05 
EPOCH COOR CENTRAL 
TIME SYSTEM BODY 
INDEX INDEX INDEX 
1 1D 3 
PIX) P(Y) PIZJ VI Xl VlYl 
-.49(r364lQ 06 .52715884 07 .624331'S 07 -.4bCI10420 04 .lOb56331 03 
I 
1 .23b72964 21 
2 &lb94432 36 
3 .b0213610 06 
4 -.13292618 l@ 
5 .ZbOblObl 10 
b .30103164 10 
T 
I .2sm1046 01 
2 .10278217 51 
3 -.L14SB331 DI 
.2bQlbb36-ii 
-.33194908-02 
6 .30423145-02 
1 
: .11312990 59063D3 00 Dl
3 -.620905bl 00 
; -.28911850 . 1323972 to co 
6 .31690500 00 
1 
: .A6558926 02189873 36 
3 .20905431 06 
4 -.461507bt 29 
s .90501820 D9 
b .lOb59179 10 
qATRIX Mull1 RHO~ II lAU( 1 I 
FP A110 SPR 1 
3 
OMGA 2 
2 
.41694432 36 
.96391481 15 
.12131426 56 
-.26180933 19 
.5251793@ 39 
.bl151382 J9 
LMDYR 
.1c427*:11 31 
.32281060 32 
-.22120508 12 
.llb911bl-33 
-.22401809-J 1 
.17606fl97-31 
.11372hO 30 
.56816424 3 1 
-.63379124 00 
.lf~208043-3 1 
-. 5464090.5 30 
.51349771 00 
LAS1 CURRENT 
RECYCLE TINE 
INOEX IWOEX 
95 
MUtZl 
1 
RHO121 lAUI2) 
FP AIKI 
.30703La 10 
.61851302 09 
.78095420 09 
-.17240215 13 
,3Mo12b2 13 
.39021141 13 
4 
.bO213610 mb -.13292670 1G 
.12131426 06 -.26780933 39 
.15315111 01 -.33810572 U9 
-.33810512 09 .74640464 12 
.bbY)3225 09 -.14636990 13 
.tao95420 09 -.17240215 13 
j ONCA 1 
-.61450337 01 .2bOlb~3b-O2 
- .221205OI 02 .11691761-U3 
.31134168 02 -.92408155-02 
-.92408155-82 .4Ob3154b-u5 
.lLIb134lO-01 -.21419513-05 
-.19029175-01 .33614220-05 
CtJAREUTlON MATRIX 
3 
- .62~91561 00 
-A3379124 00 
.b1428b32 01 
-.34623516 00 
.4191m313 00 
-.51330819 00 
INVERSE Of OlEA 
2 3 
.1655892b 36 .209C5431 06 
.33362017 15 .42119111 05 
.42119111 35 .53174905 OS 
-.92979512 58 -.1173ll537 09 
.18233604 J9 .230 19690 09 
.21416493 39 .21113199 09 
. .~323:71 00 
.10201@43-01 
-. 74b23516 00 
.20151756-u2 
-;14720445 CO 
.21630509 03 
-.2.911~¶0 00 
-.54640988 00 
.419na13 00 
-.14120445 00 
.72101570-02 
-.PIllltZS 00 
1 
4 
-.46150161 L9 
-. 92 919512 03 
-.11138537 09 
.tS914b44 12 
-.SM11956 12 .9965452@ 12 
-.59856061 12 .11131833 13 
5 
.90501120 09 
.18233604 09 
.23019bPO 09 
-.SU8119Sb 12 
.2bObt~b1 10 
.52517938 09 
.bb303225 09 
-.14636990 13 
.287~3301 13 
.33001262 13 
3 
-.3319490.-02 
-.2243#609-01 
.lOb13410-01 
-.2L419503-05 
.5~101791-04 
-.421111D1-04 
VIZ) 
.54435021 02 
.304206745-02 
.17606.97-01 
-.19029175-01 
.33614220-M 
-.427nrn-04 
.-n-e4 
.316& 00 
. siw97n 00 
-. 5133oa79 00 
.2Tb30309 00 
-.9r1m723 00 
.60349045-02 
.10159h9 10 
.2147b493 09 
.27113799 09 
-.59~56011 12 
.1173m33 13 
.13825437 13 
EPOCH COOR CENTRAL LAS1 CURENT 
TlME SYSTEM BODY RECYCLE TIM 
INDEX INOE X 1W)EX INDEX INDEX 
1 6 3 95 
.2592:X3 37 
PIXI P(Y) P(L) VI)0 V(Y) V(L) 
-.49i3b473 05 .521158B4 (it .62433182 07 -.46210420 04 .10656331 03 .54435021 02 
9AT3Ix IIUl~ RHO(l) IAUI 1 I NU(2) 
SPR 1 FP A(K) 1 
RHOIZ) TAUI 21 
FP At10 
: .15521611 826 2:41 36 7 
iI* 4 3 -.35238927 1313 021 ~3 .a7 
‘5 .9es549tL Cl 
6 .32135775 06 
1 
: 
.11514;32-06 
.3OD84985-GO 
.292iBOlO-32 
.25368927-t5 
.24431016-03 
: 
..4743LO3 
.lbt2214l41 
3 .rzunlr 00 
3 
.a1798196 iti 
.975568bl-DA 
b -.38654131 CO 
: .52622kb 1~521610 37 06
3 -.35233925 03 
4 -.13a39G2u 37 
5 .9115493b 21 
6 .32135773 Db 
IINCA”’ 2 
.15521:11 56 -.35238927 3 03 -. 13539i21 07 
;i245bl80 05 -.72621117 02 .31703s7s~ds 
-.12b21111 32 .42168264-01 .51415062 02 
.31183810 35 .51415062 02 .31079926 36 
-.5663S145 32 - .A2 12049t01 .13120937-U1 
-~Uzl943 35 -.205bSWD 01 -.4Sb39791 (i5 
LNOAPRz , . .IlMGA 1 
-4 
.3ofn49.5-30 .292Mao-02 
.45u71995-at .1341103n+b 
.13411333-13 .434037u 02 .49093b19-02 
-.19w31)97-07 .48013blbOZ .13393@93-04 
.3470673b-24 .423b5570 01 .219492UO43 
-.30b295Lo-~? -.69541445-02 -.22212~2-05 
CORRELATIOW WlRIi 
.~b722~41-31 .5l3&9 00 .u74sb 00 
.21230145-33 .95amutol -.2454792B-O1 
.%883266-O 1 .bSWlS3b 01 .119)2519 00 
-.24547921-3 1 .19942519 00 .365)7i6B-u2 
.5531~117-31 .21759174 00 .25941916-01 
-.49557579-3 1 -.21749035 00 -.16530391 ~0 
INVERSE UP UNOA 1 
.111521:10 06 - .3523.:25 03 -.13";20 07 
.224116180 08 -.72621116 02 .31783879 05 
-.12b2111b 02 .4216~263-01 .51415(160 02 
.31103879 35 .5141sobO 02 .31079924 06 
-.56635145 02 -~1212049COl .13720712-61 
.45771943 35 -.20561191 01 -.45639722 OS 
.9.;54;2. 01 
-.56635145-02 .45771943 05 
-.1212049e01 -.205652w 01 
.13720937-01 -.45639791 05 
;120~9219 W r’WW235 00 
.77&42235 00 ;9ab*w 05 
I 
.244&-0¶ 
8 
-.a&- 
.3470173&o+ -;3Tuubo-a7 
-.6994l44142 
-.222l2ru-05 
.a7334slm-01 -;'B 
-. 7OSSUWOS *a- 
.97&41- 
.5s31~177-01 
.21nn74 00 -.2094w31 a 
.25941916-Of -.lrssm~ Pp 
029552413 01 -.6302379l-o1 
-.6502379141 .3b7lut*d2 
5 6 
.9805493b 01 .32a35773 06 
-.56635145 02 .45771943 05 
-.1212049601 -.2u5bsl91 01 
.13120772-01 -.*w397m 05 
.12039219 00 .77042231 00 
.77D4223I 00. .W665100 03 
